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ABSTRACT
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill that started on April 20, 2010, in the Gulf of Mexico was the largest
marine oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry. There was an unexpected and prolonged sedi-
mentation event of oil-associated marine snow to the seafloor due to the oil spill. The sedimentation event
occurred because of the coagulation process among oil associated marine particles. Marine scientists are
developing models for the coagulation process of marine particles and oil, in order to estimate the amount
of oil that may reach the seafloor along with marine particles. These models, used certain assumptions re-
garding the shape and the texture parameters of marine particles. Such assumptions may not be based on
accurate information or may vary during and after the oil spill. The work performed here provided a quan-
titative analysis of the assumptions used in modeling the coagulation process of marine particles. It also
investigated the changes in model parameters (shape and texture) during and after the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill in different seasons (spring and summer). An Interactive Visualization Application was developed
for data exploration and visual analysis of the trends in these parameters. An Interactive Statistical Analysis
Application was developed to create a statistical summary of these parameter values.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill was the largest marine oil spill in the history of the petroleum industry.
It started on April 20, 2010, in the Gulf of Mexico and was finally capped on July 15, 2010 [23, 8]. It is
estimated that 4.9 million barrels (210,000,000 U.S. gallons) of oil were released during this period, signif-
icantly impacting the environment. Lubchenco et al. [23] described challenges, such as stopping the flow
of oil, estimating the amount of oil, capturing and recovering the oil, tracking and forecasting surface oil,
protecting coastal and oceanic wildlife and habitat, managing fisheries, and protecting the safety of seafood,
related to this oil spill. These authors also mention that multiple disciplines of science, including oceano-
graphic, chemical, atmospheric, and ecological sciences, geology, physics, and chemical and mechanical
engineering, were involved in the research to solve those challenges.
As a result of this oil spill, there was an unexpected and prolonged sedimentation event of oil-associated
marine snow to the seafloor [8]. Marine snow is defined as an aggregate of smaller organic and inorganic par-
ticles, such as bacteria, phytoplankton, micro-zooplankton, zooplankton fecal pellets and feeding structures
(e.g., larvacean houses), biominerals, terrestrially-derived lithogenic component’s, and detritus. During and
after the oil spill, marine snow particles ranged in size from >0.5 mm to 10s of cm [8]. Marine snow is
a significant transport agent in the marine ecosystem. A significant amount of particulate matter from the
upper surface ocean sinks to the interior and smaller proportion to the seafloor as marine snow [1].
The sedimentation event occurred because oil sticks to marine particles [28]. Particles collide together
and form larger aggregates. As these aggregates get bigger/ denser, they sink faster through the water
column. The sedimented oil may remain on the seafloor for long periods and may also be resuspended back
into the water column by different processes in the marine ecosystem. The effect of the presence of oil may
have severe impacts on marine animals that can last for multiple generations. Fisher et al. [12] described
the impact of the oil spill on coral communities in the Gulf of Mexico. The large-scale analysis of deposited
hydrocarbons and sediment cores was performed by Romero et al. [30] to predict the fate of the released oil
during the DWH oil spill.
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Marine scientists are developing models to investigate coagulation processes for marine oil snow and
particle characteristics that impact its sinking rates and, hence, the amount of oil that reaches the seafloor
[18]. Such models may enhance decision-making tools for emergency responders in future oil spills.
Two of the important parameters in the coagulation models are particle shape and texture [18]. The
shape of an aggregate affects its settling velocity. The fractal property of a particle affects its interactions
with other particles. For a certain mass of an aggregate, its porosity, density, settling velocity, and collision
frequency with other particles are affected by its fractal dimension [7]. Fractal dimension is computed using
different methods in the literature. Li and Logan [20] and Jackson et al. [14] estimated fractal dimension
using particle size distributions. Logan and Wilkinson [21] used a size-porosity relationship to estimate
fractal dimension. Kilps et al. [15] estimated fractal dimension of marine snow using image analysis.
Given the importance of marine snow to oil sedimentation, the goal of this project was to quantify
the shape and texture characteristics of marine snow particles that may impact settling rates, specifically
elongation and fractal dimension measures, using image analysis. The coagulation models used certain
assumptions about the shape and texture of marine snow aggregates. This work used elongation to measure
the shape of a particle’s closeness to a circle and fractal dimension to measure the texture of an aggregate.
The results are visualized and statistically summarized using an Interactive Visualization Application and
an Interactive Statistical Analysis Application developed as part of this project.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
2.1 Dataset - SIPPER, PICES, Data Collection
Images of marine snow were collected using the Shadowed Image Particle Profiling Evaluation Recorder
(SIPPER) as part of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill response effort. The SIPPER camera imaging system
was developed by the University of South Florida, Center for Ocean Technology and described in Samson et
al. [31] and Remsen et al. [29]. A database management system and classification software, called Plankton
Image Classification and Extraction Software (PICES), was developed at the University of South Florida,
Department of Computer Science and Engineering to extract the images of interest and classify the images
into different types of marine particles [16, 17]. The analyses of marine snow shape and texture used this
database and classification system.
The data were collected by a team led by Dr. Kendra Daly from the College of Marine Science, Uni-
versity of South Florida, during and after the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill, from stations at varying
distances from the DWH site in the northeastern Gulf of Mexico. The camera imaging system, SIPPER,
was towed at speeds between 2-3 knots in an oblique profile through the water column. The depth range
sampled at each location depended, in part, on the depth of the water column at each station. The maximum
depth sampled at deep, offshelf stations was about 300 m.
The hierarchy of terminology in the data is a “cruise” is a specific period of time during which oceanog-
raphers collect data aboard a ship, and a “station” is the specific location (Latitude N, Longitude W) where
data were collected. At each station, the data were collected by the SIPPER camera imaging system during
a down-cast (surface to a maximum depth) and then the return upcast (maximum depth to the surface). A
combination of the down-cast and up-cast is called a “deployment”.
The map of stations is shown in Fig. 2.1. ’Days of Oiling’ is the number of days that any location had
oil on the ocean surface. There were a total of 13 cruises with 117,058,275 marine snow images. A subset
of these cruises was used for this project. Corresponding instrument data like date, time, location, depth,
3
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1: Maps showing the station location of SIPPER data collected (upper) during the oil spill (May-
June 2010) and (lower) after the oil spill (August 2010-2014). In the upper map, the SMP751001 stations
are designated by ’WB’.
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and volume sampled were also recorded, along with the marine particle image data. Details of the data used
in this work are available in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Details of the stations used in this work.
Cruise Station Date of data
collection
Depth range
(m)
Particle size
range (ESD
mm)
Particle size
analyzed (ESD
mm)
Spring stations during the oil spill - 2010
SMP751001
034 5/14/2010 0-101 0.205-2.683 all
035 5/14/2010 0-99 0.205-2.015 all
037 5/15/2010 0-49 0.225-3.570 all
GG1002
001S 5/28/2010 2-200 0.248-3.927 all
002S 5/29/2010 0-151 0.248-2.217 all
003S 5/31/2010 0-108 0.273-2.683 all
004S 5/31/2010 0-249 0.272-6.325 all
005S 6/3/2010 0-45 0.225-4.320 all
Summer following the oil spill - 2010
WB1008
DSH09 8/9/2010 0-140 0.205-3.927 all
PCB01 8/8/2010 0-22 0.225-2.68 all
PCB02 8/8/2010 1-68 0.225-3.249 all
SD01
03D 9/11/2010 1-205 0.225-2.015 all
03N 9/11/2010 1-184 0.225-2.015 all
04D 9/12/2010 0-181 0.225-2.217 all
04N 9/12/2010 0-224 0.225-3.570 all
05D 9/13/2010 3-50 0.205-2.217 all
05NA 9/13/2010 2-62 0.225-2.217 all
06N 9/14/2010 1-25 0.205-2683 all
Spring seasons after the oil spill - 2011 and 2012
WB0511
DSH09 5/7/2011 0-25 0.225-2.683 all
DSH10 5/7/2011 3-278 0.248-2.951 all
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Table 2.1: (continued).
WB0511
PCB12 5/6/2011 0-175 0.248-2.683 all
PCB14 5/6/2011 1-309 0.248-4.320 all
PCB01 5/5/2011 2-8 0.248-2.105 all
PCB02 5/5/2011 0-41 0.225-2.951 all
PCB03 5/5/2011 1-100 0.248-2.683 all
PCB04 5/5/2011 0-122 0.225-3.246 all
PCB05 5/6/2011 1-148 0.248-2.439 all
WB0512
DSH07 5/11/2012 5-315 0.248-3.246 all
DSH09 5/9/2012 0-350 0.299-3.246 all
DSH10 5/10/2012 1-300 0.248-3.927 all
DWH 5/10/2012 2-300 0.439-2.683 all
PCB01 5/13/2012 0-41 0.225-2.951 all
PCB02 5/12/2012 0-52 0.225-3.57 all
PCB03 5/12/2012 0-75 0.225-2.683 all
PCB04 5/12/2012 0-183 0.248-2.951 all
PCB06 5/14/2012 0-90 0.248-2.68 all
Summer seasons after the oil spill - 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014
WB0911
DSH07 9/26/2011 0-280 0.272-3.570 all
DSH08 9/25/2011 0-182 0248-2.951 all
DSH09 9/21/2011 0-160 0.248-3.570 all
DWH 9/22/2011 0-277 0.439-3.570 all
PCB11 9/25/2011 1-162 0.248-2.683 all
WB0812
DSH08 8/9/2012 1-300 0.225-3.246 all
DSH10 8/8/2012 1-222 0.248-3.246 all
DSH 8/8/2012 1-300 0.439-2.951 all
PCB11 8/7/2012 0-301 0.248-3.927 all
PCB01 8/5/2012 0-19 0.273-3.570 all
PCB02 8/5/2012 0-38 0.272-3.927 all
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Table 2.1: (continued).
WB0812
PCB03 8/5/2012 1-99 0.272-2.439 all
PCB04 8/5/2012 0-210 0.248-3.570 all
WB0813
DSH07 8/9/2013 1-302 0.248-2.439 all
DSH08 8/8/2013 0-302 0.272-6.98 all
DSH09 8/7/2013 0-306 0.272-3.570 all
DSH10 8/8/2013 0-301 0.272-3.246 all
DWH 8/8/2013 2-301 0.439-3.246 all
PCB11 8/6/2013 32-293 0.272-2.951 all
PCB06 8/9/2013 0-309 0.248-3.927 all
PCB02 8/10/2013 1-21 0.248-3,246 all
PCB03 8/10/2013 1-41 0.248-2.951 all
PCB04 8/10/2013 0-97 0.248-3.570 all
PCB05 8/10/2013 1-196 0.248-3.246 all
WB0814
DSH08 8/9/2014 0-220 0.272-3.570 all
DSH09 8/9/2014 1-161 0.225-3.246 all
DSH10 8/9/2014 0-263 0.225-2.951 all
DWH 8/9/2014 0-204 0.439-2.439 all
PCB06 8/10/2014 0-250 0.248-4.752 all
PCB01 8/11/2014 2-30 0.248-1.832 all
PCB02 8/11/2014 1-45 0.248-2.015 all
PCB03 8/11/2014 0-80 0.248-2.439 all
2.2 System Design
The flowchart of the whole system of this work is shown in Fig. 2.2a and the technology/ tool/ language
used in the development of each block is presented in Fig. 2.2b.
The collected data included 117,058,275 marine snow images, which is just one of the marine classes
identified. Such a large dataset requires a database management system. MySQL server version 5.7 was
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(a) System flowchart. (b) Technology/ tool used.
Figure 2.2: System design.
used to host this database. From this database, the desired subset of images was extracted by a query, which
communicates between a C++ application and the MySQL database. A sampling flowrate correction was
applied as part of the preprocessing on the images in the C++ application and then the parameters, such as
elongation or fractal dimension, were computed. The report generated by this step, along with the volume
of water imaged by the camera system, was fed into a Matlab application where the data collection effort
(total volume of water imaged per depth interval) was used to normalize the image data (number of particles
in each size range and in each depth interval). The IVA was developed in Matlab-R2017a for interactive
visualization of the analyzed results. The effort normalization step was built-into the IVA. The report after
effort normalization can be used with ISAA developed in Matlab-R2017a for summarizing the parameter
(elongation/ fractal dimension) trends statistically.
2.3 Parameter Computation: Elongation and Fractal Dimension
Particle shape and texture may impact settling rates [18]. Two of the coagulation model parameters,
that were highlighted by Dissanayake et al. [18], were chosen to be measured here: elongation and fractal
dimension.
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2.3.1 Shape Analysis using Elongation
It is important to measure the shape of objects irrespective of their size. One of the commonly used
measures of shape is elongation [26, 5]. Elongation has been used as a shape feature in multiple applications
like medical imaging [11], geophysics [25], chemical science [34], and marine science, etc.
Dissanayake et al. [18] mentioned that during marine snow formation by coagulation of multiple primary
particles, the shape of the primary particles has a significant effect on the fractal dimension of the aggregate.
Aggregates formed from ellipsoidal particles have lower fractal dimension as compared to the aggregates
formed from spherical particles.
2.3.1.1 Implementation
There are different ways to compute elongation in the literature [5, 26]. One widely used measure
of elongation is the aspect ratio. As per the ISO 9276-6, the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of Feret’s
minimum length to Feret’s maximum length as shown in Equation 2.1 [26]. Feret’s minimum and maximum
lengths are defined as follows:
• Feret’s minimum length: It is defined as the shortest distance between any two parallel tangents on
the particle [26].
• Feret’s maximum length: It is defined as the furthest distance between any two parallel tangents on
the particle [26].
If the connection between primary particles is very thin, single pixel thick, it is not feasible to measure
Feret’s minimum length for such aggregates. An example of such aggregate is shown in Fig. 2.3. Hence,
another definition of the aspect ratio [19], as the ratio of minor axis length to major axis length, as given by
Equation 2.2 is used in this work. The major and minor axes are defined as follows:
• Major axis: Major axis passes through the center of the mass of the object corresponding to the
minimum rotational energy of the shape.
• Minor axis: Minor axis is perpendicular to the major axis and passes through the center of the mass
of the object.
Major axis (red) and minor axis (green) are shown on sample marine snow images in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Sample aggregate: single pixel thick connection between primary particles.
(a) Sample1. (b) Sample2.
Figure 2.4: Major (red) and minor (green) axes on sample marine snow particles.
The ISO 9276-6 suggests that aspect ratio should not be used for needle-like structures [26]. As per the
ISO 9276-6, the preferred formula for the elongation computation is shown in Equation 2.3. The same is
used in this work.
Aspect Ratio (AR) =
Feret’s minimum length
Feret’s maximum length
(2.1)
Aspect Ratio (AR) =
Minor axis length
Major axis length
(2.2)
Elongation= 1−AR (2.3)
2.3.2 Texture Analysis using Fractal Dimension
Another important parameter used to analyze marine snow particles is boundary texture. A well known
measure of texture in images is fractal dimension [2, 32], which is used in many fields like medical imaging
[6], remote sensing [33], and marine science [15] etc. Dissanayake et al. [18] noted that for an aggregate of
a given mass, the fractal dimension affects aggregate size, density, and settling rates, which will also affect
the frequency of collisions with other particles.
There are a number of methods used to compute fractal dimension, such as Structured Walk, Dilation,
Euclidean Distance Map and Box Counting [4]. Be´rube´ and Je´brak [4] investigated the validation of these
methods on mathematical fractals and tested the effects of pixelization, size, resolution, and topology. These
authors recommended Euclidean Distance Map method for its better speed, precision and consistency, com-
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pared to the other methods. However, the work here uses the box-counting method in order to maintain
comparability with other literature in the marine field [15].
2.3.2.1 Box Counting Method
A geometrically defined object, like a cube or a sphere, scales according to its size raised to an integer
power. A fractal object scales according to its size raised to a fractional or fractal power. Such a property
can be captured by measuring the perimeter of the object at different scales of space or different scales of
a measuring unit, which was a box in our case. In the box-counting method, a box grid is placed over the
image and the number of boxes, N(r), intersecting with the object is recorded. This approach is repeated
over different scales of a grid, that is over different sizes, r, of boxes. The slope, s, of the logarithmic plot of
N(r) vs r, is an estimate of the fractal dimension. The linear relationship of N(r) vs r in a log-log plot is due
to the self-similarity property of fractals, or the ability of the object to look similar at all scales.
However, the concept of square grids does not hold true for self-affine shapes. Self-affinity means scaling
of the different axis by different factors in order to preserve the shape. Such scaling is called anisotropic
scaling. In a majority of applications, the objects are self-affine. In the target application for marine science,
the images of the marine particles also need to be scaled by different factors in different directions, axes,
to preserve the geometrical moments describing the shape. Barton et al. [3] presented a derivation of
the required changes in the method, which was implemented for the fractal analysis here. These authors
suggested using a box with the same aspect ratio as that of the object instead of a square box. That means
dividing the whole object into nxn boxes and recording the number of intersecting boxes N(n). The fractal
dimension is then estimated by the slope of the least mean square linear regression of the log-log plot of
N(n) vs n.
2.3.2.2 Validation of Fractal Dimension Computation
The sensitivity of the marine snow coagulation dynamics model is +/- 0.1 of the fractal dimension as
reported by Dissanayake et al. [18]. The presented implementation of the box-counting method shows that
the error range using standard mathematical fractal images, like the Sierpinski triangle, Koch curve, and the
Dragon curve, are within an acceptable range of -0.079 to 0.053, as reported in Table 2.2. The validation of
the method was done using mathematical fractals with different numbers of pattern recursions at a constant
image resolution, 560 x 420 pixel, of an image using Matlab programs available online [24, 22, 10].
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As mentioned earlier, the self-similarity property of the fractal pattern means an infinite number of
recursions are present in the fractal pattern. But practically, the pattern is drawn on a constant resolution
image and, hence, cannot manifest an infinite number of pattern recursions. At the same time, a curve with
too few recursions is not representative of the Fractal. It can be seen in Table 2.2 that the amount of error in
the measured fractal dimension as compared to the theoretical one is large when the number of recursions is
too small or too large, depending on the complexity of the pattern. In Table 2.2, the entries corresponding
to the closest approximation of the theoretical value of the fractal dimension is shown in bold font and the
corresponding images of mathematical fractals are shown in Fig. 2.5.
Table 2.2: Fractal dimension of mathematical fractals.
Curve Theoretical
FD
Number of
Recursions
Computed
FD
Error=Computed FD
- Theoretical FD
Sierpinski Triangle 1.5849 3 1.50583 -0.07907
4 1.57245 -0.01245
5 1.58868 0.00378
6 1.62695 0.04205
7 1.63449 0.04959
Koch Curve 1.2618 3 1.21633 -0.04547
4 1.25939 -0.00241
5 1.26867 0.00687
6 1.27875 0.01695
Dragon Curve 1.5236 8 1.48732 -0.03628
10 1.5765 0.0529
Error range -0.079 to 0.053
2.4 Particle Size
Knowledge about the size of each particle is essential to analyze the trends of the values of important
parameters, like elongation and fractal dimension, over different size ranges. The size of the particle, from its
2D projection on an image, can be indicated in several ways, such as area, statistical diameter, and Equivalent
Spherical Diameter (ESD) [5, 26]. In order to maintain consistency with the related work [19, 9, 27] in the
domain, equivalent spherical diameter is used to measure ’size’. Once the area (A) of the projected image
particle is computed, ESD can be calculated using the formula in Equation 2.4. The value is computed in
the units of µm.
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(a) Sierpinski triangle with 5 recursions. (b) Koch curve with 4 recursions.
(c) Dragon curve with 8 recursions.
Figure 2.5: Mathematical fractals showing the closest approximation to the theoretical fractal dimension at
a constant resolution of 560 x 420 pixels.
• Equivalent Spherical Diameter (ESD): It is defined as the diameter of a circle having the same area as
the projected image of the particle [5].
ESD=
√
4A
pi
(2.4)
2.5 Effort Normalization
During the data collection, the imaging system (SIPPER) was towed from the ocean surface to deeper
depths of the water column. This was called the down-cast. Similarly, when the imaging system was
towed up from deeper depths to the surface of the water column, it was called the up-cast. During the
SIPPER deployment, the camera sampled (imaged) different amounts of water, called the volume sampled,
at different depths. Also, sometimes due to technical issues, the connection to the imaging system was lost
and no data were collected for a certain time making the data unavailable for a range of depths.
Such inconsistencies in the data could bias the observed trends in parameter values, like elongation
and fractal dimension, with respect to different depths. To overcome such a bias, the sampling effort was
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normalized for each depth. This was accomplished by combining the data of both the down and up casts at
each one meter depth interval and the corresponding volume sampled is added together. Such a combination
includes all data available at each depth, filling in any gaps, caused by technical issues. Next, the total
number of particles imaged at each meter depth is divided by the total volume sampled from the down and
up casts at that depth. This approach was used to normalize the sampling effort.
An automated application was developed to perform the effort normalization using the up-cast and down-
cast data for each deployment.
2.6 Interactive Visualization and Statistical Analysis
A single deployment of the SIPPER imaging system could take up to six hours, resulting in around
half a million to a million plankton images. The whole dataset has tens of millions of images, making it
necessary to have a good way to visualize and to analyze the trends in the parameters (elongation and fractal
dimension) relative to different depths and particle sizes. Analyzing such trends relative to a certain particle
size range is also important. As mentioned earlier, ESD is used as a measure of particle size. It is also
important to investigate patterns and trends in data and assess statistical parameters, such as the mean and
standard deviation.
The following two Matlab applications with an interactive user interface were developed to perform
these tasks.
1. Interactive Visualization Application (IVA)
2. Interactive Statistical Analysis Application (ISAA)
2.6.1 Interactive Visualization Application (IVA)
In order to analyze the trends in the elongation or fractal dimension values, a 3-D plotting tool was
needed to visualize the number of particles (abundance/ m3) of a given size range and having a certain
elongation value at each depth in the available depth range. Knowing this, the variables in the visualization
for which there is interactive control were the following,
• Parameter under observation (Elongation / fractal dimension): Plotted along the x-axis.
• Depth: Plotted along the y-axis.
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• Particle size (ESD): User control as described in the following Section 2.6.1.2.
• Abundance: Plotted along the z-axis.
2.6.1.1 Discretization of Variables
The theoretical ranges of the above mentioned variables used in the visualization tool are continuous in
nature. Thus, they had to be discretized by binning for visualization.
Theoretically, the range of elongation values is continuous between 0 to 1 as per Equation 2.3. For
convenience, the range is extended to -0.05 to 1.05 and this range is divided into 11 bins of 0.1 width, with
centers at 0, 0.1, 0.2 and so on up to 1. Similarly, depth is discretized with a bin size of 1 meter. The
range of depths is different for most deployments, depending on the depth of the water column at each
station. As mentioned earlier, control for the variable of particle size - ESD, was needed in order to analyze
the trends over certain ranges of particle sizes. Again range of particle size was continuous and needed
to be discretized. In the domain of marine science, the traditional way of doing so is by using a variable,
geometrically increasing, bin size [13]. The reason behind this is that the number of smaller particles is
usually very large, whereas larger sized particles are more rare. So as the bin size gets bigger, the number
of particles falling in that range will be fewer. To obtain a reasonable number of particles in each bin, a
geometric increase in bin size is used. The bin size boundaries used in this application were [0.000 0.100
0.110 0.121 0.133 0.146 0.161 0.177 0.195 0.214 0.236 0.259 0.285 0.314 0.345 0.380 0.418 0.460 0.505
0.556 0.617 0.673 0.740 0.814 0.895 0.985 1.084 1.192 1.311 1.442 1.586 1.745 1.919 2.111 2.323 2.555
2.810 3.091 3.400 3.740 4.114 4.526 4.979 5.476 6.024 6.626 7.289 8.018 8.820 9.702 10.672 11.739
12.913 14.204 15.625 17.187 18.906 20.797 22.876 25.169 27.680 30.448 33.493 36.842 40.527 44.579
49.037 53.941 59.335 65.269 71.795 78.975 86.872 95.560 105.116]. ESD for each particle is adjusted to
the center value of the corresponding bin.
2.6.1.2 Windows in IVA
There are two windows, as shown in Fig. 2.6, in the IVA.
• Control Window: A window that contains the scroll bars to select the range of variable values in
terms of the lower limit and upper limit. All of the deployment data are essentially filtered based on the
ranges of all the variables, elongation/fractal dimension, ESD, depth, and frequency (abundance). This
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window also contains radio buttons to choose the scaling option for the z-axis, which is the frequency
axis. The three scaling options are absolute, relative and range. Fig. 2.6a shows an example image of
a control window, with all the ranges set to default values to visualize the data from one deployment.
• Visualization Window: As the name suggests, the 3D surface plot is visualized in this window. Elon-
gation/ Fractal dimension on the x-axis, depth on the y-axis, and frequency (abundance) on the z-axis.
Fig. 2.6b shows a visualization window with an example plot for one deployment.
2.6.1.3 Scaling of z-Axis
The number of particles (abundance/ m3) is visualized for a given size range and having a certain elon-
gation value at each depth interval over the available depth range. In the plot, abundance is shown as the
frequency of occurrence of the particles at that particular combination of elongation value, depth and size
range. This frequency is plotted along the z-axis in the visualization. Once the data for an entire deployment
are loaded into the application, using the interactive controls the user may choose to visualize only a subset
of data. For example, the user may want to analyze a subset of the particle size range or choose to see par-
ticle abundances within some particle size range and for some combination of depth and elongation values.
The particle frequency can be visualized for a certain frequency range (above a certain value or below a
certain value or both) for a given size range. In such cases, there are the following three ways to scale the
z-axis, which is essentially the frequency axis.
• Absolute scaling: With this option, the scale on the z-axis is frozen according to the entire deployment
data and the chosen subset is plotted with the same scale. This option is useful when relative trends
are studied. For example, to see if there is a difference in trends between the entire dataset and a
subset of particles having a size greater than some value would be useful to validate the assumption
that small-sized particles are spherical. Figure 2.7a shows the control window where the selected
scaling type is “absolute” and the subset of data with the particle size greater than 0.505 mm is chosen
to be visualized. The visualization of such a subset is shown in Fig. 2.7b. Note that the data are from
the same deployment as used in Fig. 2.6, where the frequency range is from 0 to :3500 particles/ m3.
Although the frequency range for the selected subset is only 0 to :1000 particles/ m3, the scale of the
z-axis (frequency axis) is the same as that in Fig. 2.6b. It can be seen from Figs 2.6b and 2.7b that the
trends in elongation value are similar for the whole deployment and the selected subset.
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(a) Control window.
(b) Visualization window.
Figure 2.6: Interactive Visualization Application (IVA).
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(a) Control window: absolute scaling.
.
(b) Visualization window: absolute scaling.
Figure 2.7: IVA: subset of data, particle size greater than 0.5 mm, with absolute scaling.
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• Relative scaling: With this option, the scale on the z-axis is adjusted according to the chosen subset
of the data. This option would help to analyze the trends in the subset of data. Fig. 2.8a shows a
control window with the selected scaling type as “relative” for the same subset of the data as in Fig.
2.7. Fig. 2.8b shows a plot for the selected subset of the data. Note that the z-axis is now re-scaled to
accommodate the frequency range in the subset as compared to that in Fig. 2.7b.
• Range: This option visualizes only a subset of data, based on the chosen range for the frequency
axis. This approach is useful when some certain fine analysis is required. For example, the user may
choose to explore the combination of depth and elongation values within a certain frequency range
(above a certain value or below a certain value or both) for the given particle size range. Fig. 2.9a
shows a control window with selected scaling type as “range”, the frequency range to be analyzed is
from 490 to 1002 and the particle size is larger than 0.505 mm. Fig. 2.9b shows a visualization for
the corresponding subset of data. It can be seen that a high frequency of particles occurred at shallow
depths with elongation values less than :0.6 for particles with ESD greater than 0.505 mm.
2.6.2 Interactive Statistical Analysis Application (ISAA)
While the visualization application, IVA, helps to visualize trends in the elongation/ fractal dimension
values for marine snow particles, it is also necessary to have a means of creating a statistical summary of the
distribution for the large amount of data which exists. An application with an interactive user interface was
developed to help in creating such a summary. As was done in the IVA, it is necessary to provide user control
for the range of depths and particle sizes, in ESD, in order to summarize subsets of the whole deployment
data as needed. Such control was provided by creating filters for the depth and ESD ranges. The distribution
of elongation/ fractal dimension values along the theoretical range in the chosen set of data is also shown
with a 2D histogram plot. The user interface of the application is shown in the Fig. 2.10. The following
four panels are provided on the user interface of the application to facilitate the above mentioned features/
functionalities.
1. Depth Filter: As shown in Fig. 2.10, this panel has two fields to set the range of depths, for selection
of a subset of the data. The value of the field “From Depth” indicates the lower limit of the depth
range and that of field “To Depth” indicates the upper limit of the depth range.
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(a) Control window: relative scaling.
.
(b) Visualization window: relative scaling.
Figure 2.8: IVA: subset of data, particle size greater than 0.5 mm, with relative scaling.
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(a) Control window: range scaling.
.
(b) Visualization window: range scaling.
Figure 2.9: IVA: subset of data, particle size greater than 0.5 mm and frequency of occurrence between 490
and 1000, with range scaling.
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2. ESD Filter: As shown in Fig. 2.10, this panel also has two fields to set the range of particle sizes, for
selection of a subset of the data. The value of the field “From ESD” indicates the lower limit of the
ESD range and that of field “To ESD” indicates the upper limit of the ESD range.
3. Statistics: This panel displays the computed values of the statistical parameters. As shown in Fig.
2.10, the following statistical parameters are computed.
• Total samples (n): Indicates the total number of samples in the chosen set of data based on the
filter values.
• Min Val and #samples: These two fields indicate the minimum observed value of elongation/
fractal dimension in the chosen set of data and it’s frequency of occurrence.
• Max Val and #samples: These two fields indicate the maximum observed value of elongation/
fractal dimension in the chosen set of data and it’s frequency of occurrence.
• Arithmetic mean (m): This field shows the arithmetic mean of the elongation/ fractal dimension
value in the chosen dataset. It is computed using the formula given by Equation 2.5.
• Standard Deviation (STD): This field shows the arithmetic standard deviation of the elongation/
fractal dimension value in the chosen dataset. It is computed using the formula given by Equation
2.6.
• Geometric mean (Geomean): This field shows the geometric mean of the elongation/ fractal
dimension value in the chosen dataset. It is computed using the formula given by Equation 2.7.
• Median: This field indicates the median value of the elongation/ fractal dimension value in the
chosen dataset.
Arithmetic mean, m =
∑ni=1 xi
n
(2.5)
Arithmetic standard deviation, STD =
√
∑ni=1 (xi−m)2
n−1 (2.6)
Geometric mean, Geomean =
[
n
∏
i=1
xi
] 1
n
(2.7)
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Here, xi is elongation/ fractal dimension value for the ith sample in the dataset and n is the total number
of samples in the dataset.
4. Axis: This panel is to display the distribution of the elongation/ fractal dimension values along the
theoretical range, 0 to 1 for elongation and 0 to 2 for fractal dimension, in the chosen set of data in
the form of a histogram.
Figure 2.10: Interactive Statistical Analysis Application (ISAA).
2.6.2.1 Using ISAA
Data in this application are loaded from the generated reports following the effort normalization step.
To browse and load or reload such report files, there is a “Load/ Reload” button provided. Once the report
file is loaded, the depth and ESD filter values are set to accommodate the entire data range available. The
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Figure 2.11: ISAA in use.
user can now choose to change the range of these two variables by changing the values of the fields in the
corresponding panel from the drop-down menu. Once the desired subset of the data is chosen by setting the
filters, the statistical parameters are computed and displayed in the corresponding fields in the “Statistics”
panel upon hitting the “Calculate” button. At the same time, the axis panel is updated to display the plotted
frequency distribution as mentioned above. The user can click on the “Reset” button to clear the filters at
any time. Figure 2.11 shows a sample use of ISAA. As can be seen, the subset of data is chosen such that the
depth is from 6 to 8 meters and ESD is from 0.225 mm to 0.272 mm. The corresponding values of statistical
parameters are displayed in the “Statistics” panel and the particle frequency distribution is displayed in the
plot.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A statistical summary of elongation values from all cruises (Table 2.1) was created using the ISAA and
is presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.4. The first two columns provide the cruise and station names. Next,
“Range”, “Mean”, “STD” (standard deviation), “Geomean” (Geometric mean) and “Median” columns show
values of the corresponding statistical parameters as described in Section 2.6.2. The “Grand mean” and
“Grand Geomean” columns represent the arithmetic mean of all arithmetic means and the geometric mean
of all geometric means, respectively.
Table 3.1: Statistical summary of elongation values in data collected in spring 2010 during the oil spill.
Cruise Station Range Mean SD Geomean Median
Grand
means
Grand
Geomean
Spring stations during the oil spill - 2010
SMP751001
034 0-1 0.559 0.191 0.508 0.6
0.509 0.442
035 0-1 0.617 0.187 0.573 0.6
037 0-1 0.503 0.187 0.448 0.5
GG1002
001S 0-1 0.478 0.226 0.394 0.5
002S 0-1 0.541 0.204 0.483 0.5
003S 0-1 0.431 0.206 0.365 0.4
004S 0-1 0.465 0.218 0.387 0.5
005S 0-1 0.476 0.188 0.419 0.5
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Table 3.2: Statistical summary of elongation values in data collected during summer 2010 following the oil
spill.
Cruise Station Range Mean SD Geomean Median
Grand
means
Grand
Geomean
Summer following the oil spill - 2010
WB1008
DSH09 0-1 0.444 0.194 0.377 0.4
0.525 0.460
PCB01 0-1 0.489 0.201 0.423 0.5
PCB02 0-1 0.501 0.233 0.424 0.5
SD01
03D 0-1 0.547 0.202 0.49 0.6
03N 0-1 0.546 0.201 0.489 0.6
04D 0-1 0.542 0.203 0.481 0.6
04N 0-1 0.543 0.199 0.486 0.6
05D 0-1 0.516 0.21 0.45 0.5
05NA 0-1 0.541 0.218 0.476 0.5
06N 0-1 0.585 0.214 0.525 0.6
Table 3.3: Statistical summary of elongation values in data collected during spring 2011 and 2012, following
the oil spill.
Cruise Station Range Mean SD Geomean Median
Grand
means
Grand
Geomean
Spring seasons after the oil spill - 2011 and 2012
WB0511
DSH09 0-1 0.496 0.191 0.438 0.5
0.512 0.441
DSH10 0-1 0.479 0.195 0.417 0.5
PCB12 0-1 0.45 0.192 0.3883 0.5
PCB14 0-1 0.453 0.192 0.387 0.5
PCB01 0-1 0.522 0.186 0.472 0.5
PCB02 0-1 0.4996 0.206 0.434 0.5
PCB03 0-1 0.508 0.224 0.432 0.5
PCB04 0-1 0.496 0.203 0.428 0.5
PCB05 0-1 0.455 0.202 0.382 0.5
WB0512
DSH07 0-1 0.5499 0.217 0.486 0.5
DSH09 0-1 0.484 0.231 0.398 0.5
DSH10 0-1 0.477 0.214 0.404 0.5
DWH 0-1 0.528 0.192 0.475 0.5
PCB01 0-1 0.4996 0.206 0.434 0.5
PCB02 0-1 0.551 0.252 0.449 0.6
PCB03 0-1 0.666 0.233 0.598 0.7
PCB04 0-1 0.587 0.229 0.5197 0.6
PCB06 0-1 0.515 0.219 0.444 0.5
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Table 3.4: Statistical summary of elongation values in data collected during summer 2011 - 2014, following
the oil spill.
Cruise Station Range Mean SD Geomean Median
Grand
means
Grand
Geomean
Summer seasons after the oil spill - 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014
WB0911
DSH07 0-1 0.493 0.221 0.42 0.5
0.519 0.444
DSH08 0-1 0.481 0.201 0.419 0.5
DSH09 0-1 0.515 0.208 0.453 0.5
DWH 0-1 0.44 0.179 0.382 0.4
PCB11 0-1 0.471 0.209 0.397 0.5
WB0812
DSH08 0-1 0.531 0.192 0.478 0.5
DSH10 0-1 0.483 0.205 0.416 0.5
DSH 0-1 0.501 0.182 0.451 0.5
PCB11 0-1 0.453 0.219 0.366 0.4
PCB01 0-1 0.68 0.28 0.573 0.8
PCB02 0-1 0.545 0.251 0.458 0.5
PCB03 0-1 0.528 0.259 0.432 0.5
PCB04 0-1 0.548 0.24 0.469 0.5
WB0813
DSH07 0-1 0.468 0.213 0.391 0.5
DSH08 0-1 0.4 0.199 0.323 0.4
DSH09 0-1 0.464 0.21 0.389 0.5
DSH10 0-1 0.415 0.193 0.344 0.4
DWH 0-1 0.371 0.162 0.311 0.4
PCB11 0-1 0.453 0.216 0.372 0.4
PCB06 0-1 0.438 0.226 0.339 0.4
PCB02 0-1 0.529 0.245 0.439 0.5
PCB03 0-1 0.549 0.256 0.461 0.5
PCB04 0-1 0.507 0.252 0.416 0.5
PCB05 0-1 0.422 0.192 0.352 0.4
WB0814
DSH08 0-1 0.576 0.1871 0.531 0.6
DSH09 0-1 0.601 0.194 0.557 0.6
DSH10 0-1 0.625 0.164 0.593 0.6
DWH 0-1 0.64 0.16 0.61 0.7
PCB06 0-1 0.656 0.175 0.619 0.7
PCB01 0-1 0.619 0.161 0.588 0.6
PCB02 0-1 0.629 0.15 0.602 0.6
PCB03 0-1 0.578 0.161 0.542 0.6
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The measured values of fractal dimension in the stations of the cruise GG1002 are reported in Table 3.5.
Data for cruise GG1002 were collected during the oil spill in spring 2010.
Table 3.5: Measured fractal dimension values in stations, of the cruise GG1002, during the oil spill in spring
2010.
Cruise Station
Fractal Dimension
Minimum Maximum
Spring stations during the oil spill - 2010
GG1002
001S 1.13 1.85
002S 1.05 1.84
003S 1.12 1.83
004S 1.11 1.86
005S 1.06 1.86
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
4.1 Discussion about Elongation
The measured value of elongation indicates whether a particle’s shape is approximately spherical in 3D
and circular in 2D or whether its shape departs from being spherical/circular. As the lengths of major and
minor axes approach the same value, the elongation approaches zero. However, this does not necessarily
mean that the shape is circular, but it does mean that the shape is highly symmetric. A circle does have an
elongation value of zero. On the other hand, as the lengths of major and minor axes diverge, the elongation
value approaches one. As the elongation value departs from zero, the shape departs from being circular.
Coagulation models assume that the shape of marine snow particles is spherical. However, the experi-
mental results for the elongation values show that this is not the case (Tables 3.1 through 3.4).
As can be seen from Tables 3.1 through 3.4, the values of the “Grand mean” and “Grand Geomean” in all
the seasons, during and after the oil spill, are similar. The average elongation values range from 0.37 to 0.68
and demonstrate that the shape of marine snow particles is not usually spherical. The median elongation
values at some stations are even higher (0.7 or 0.8). This means that for many of these particles the minor
axis length is 20 to 30% of the major axis length, which implies quite elongated particles. Corresponding
entries are shown using bold font in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Interestingly, the earliest observed occurrence of
a high median elongation value is in Table 3.3 for cruise WB0512 - station PCB03 in May, 2012, which is
almost two years after the oil spill. Next it happens in August, 2012 for cruise WB0812 - station PCB01 as
shown in Table 3.4. Also, in Table 3.4 note that for cruise WB0814, the median elongation values overall
are relatively high compared to values from other cruises. The DWH and PCB06 stations have median
elongation values of 0.7. DWH is the location of Deepwater Horizon oil release. The locations of the other
stations are shown in Fig. 2.1.
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4.2 Discussion about Fractal Dimension
To avoid counting bias, the fractal dimension has to be computed on a single pixel boundary [4]. To
obtain such a boundary of the object in the image, certain preprocessing steps were performed.
The dataset of the target marine science application includes millions of marine particle images which
makes it necessary to use a fast implementation. The box-counting method above was implemented in
C++, which is a compiled language, instead of an interpreted language like Matlab (Mathworks). The
implementation was validated and showed precision within the accepted range (< +/- 0.1), as shown in
Table 2.2, for the target application.
The lower limit on the fractal dimension of an object is its topological dimension and the upper limit is
its Euclidean dimension [3]. Thus, the range of the fractal dimension estimated using image data is [0,2].
The fractal dimension is zero when the object is just a point and is two when the object is a square. Another
important thing to note is that the estimated fractal dimension is highly dependent on the resolution. Hence,
the absolute value of the estimated fractal dimension can be used intra-system, where the resolution of the
imaging system is the same. For the inter-system comparison, it would be more meaningful to compare the
trends of the variations of fractal dimensions in order to avoid any system bias.
The range of fractal dimension (in 2D), for non-oil associated marine snow particles, is 1.3 to 2.3 as
reported in Burd et al. [7] referencing Kilps et al. [15]. To our knowledge there are no estimates for fractal
dimensions of oil associated marine snow particles in the literature. However, as mentioned earlier, the
upper limit on the value of fractal dimension for an object is its Euclidean dimension, which is 2 for a 2D
image. Kilps et al. [15] also acknowledged the error in computed fractal dimension value by stating that the
reported fractal dimension value > 2 was probably due to some error, like thresholding errors during particle
image analysis. However, these authors did not provide the exact reason behind this error. It is important
to note here that this error was, potentially, because the self-affine nature of the particle images was not
incorporated into the fractal dimension computation method.
In the coagulation model, Dissanayake et al. [18] assumed a 3D fractal dimension of 2.2, for all stations
of the cruise GG1002 (Table 3.5), based on comparisons between modeled and predicted size spectra for
a range of fractal dimension. The 2D fractal dimension values reported here (range: 1.05 - 1.86) are the
first estimates provided for oil associated marine snow particles. It is possible to estimate the 3D fractal
dimension value from that measured in 2D image using fractal geometrical relationships [15]. Kilps et al.
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[15] stated that the 2D and 3D fractal dimension value should be the same for marine snow due to fractal
geometrical relationships. Hence, the value of fractal dimensions assumed in coagulation models may need
to be revised given these new results.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
5.1 Conclusions
The results provided here were used to validate assumptions about the shape and texture of marine snow
particles for a coagulation model that has been shown to be sensitive to shape measures, like elongation,
and texture measures, like fractal dimension. Also, these results will be used to analyze the effect of the
DWH oil spill on the shape and texture of marine snow by comparing data collected during the oil spill and
periodically after the oil spill. Data collection effort normalization was performed to avoid bias in results.
Particle size was measured in terms of equivalent spherical diameter. All of the continuous variables, such
as depth, size, and elongation values, were discretized. The Interactive Visualization Application will be
very useful for data exploration and visual analysis of trends in elongation values. The statistical summary
of the elongation values was generated using the Interactive Statistical Analysis Application. The results
show that the assumption that the shape of marine snow particles is spherical is not true. The mean values
for each season (spring or summer) illustrate that, on average, the minor axis length of marine snow particles
is 40% to 50% of the major axis length. In addition, the methodology for determining the fractal dimensions
of marine snow particles was implemented and validated using standard mathematical fractal images. The
measured fractal dimension range for marine snow particles, imaged during the oil spill, shows that the
assumed value of fractal dimension may need to be reconsidered in coagulation models. The approaches
and results presented here will improve understanding of marine snow particle shape and texture. These
results may be used to re-evaluate results of coagulation model outcomes, since shape affects particle settling
velocity, which in turn affects the number of collisions among particles and potentially the amount of oil
sinking to the seafloor.
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5.2 Future Work
Conclusive analysis of the trends of the fractal dimension values, similar to that done on elongation
value trends, was not completed due to a time constraint. Future analyses include such analysis for fractal
dimension. Next, another important parameter of the coagulation model is the spatial density of individual
marine snow particles. A measure of spatial density is “porosity”. A similar implementation and analysis
could be performed for porosity as part of future research.
From the marine science perspective, additional work could include an analysis of the effect of marine
snow particle shape and texture, on the coagulation model outcomes, and what model revisions may be
warranted, based on the results reported here. Also, it would be useful to investigate how elongation and
fractal dimension values for marine snow vary spatially and seasonally and how the presence of oil impacted
those values.
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